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Lakshadweep,India

THE LAKSHADWEEP ARCHIPELAGO

It is hard to believe that the Lakshadweep Islands, formerly known as the Laccadives, have remained widely untouched from tourism. The islands 

are the northernmost of the Lakshadweep-Maldives-Chagos group of islands, which are the tops of a vast undersea mountain range, the Chagos-

Laccadive Ridge. A mere 1 1/2 hour flight from mainland India is all that it takes to set foot into the softest coral sand you will ever experience. Stepping 

of the plane and you find yourself in the famous ”Giant Trevally triangle” of the indian Ocean, the arabian Sea. The Lakshadweep islands are the eastern 

border of this body of water that is known for its massive GT’s. Just on the other side of the Arabian sea, you will find Southern Oman as well as Socotra, 

both known for their unimaginable fish size on heavy popping equipment.

Just to enter Lakshadweep as a foreigner enquires a special license. Both tourism and sportfishing is extremely restricted and authorities are monitor-

ing the fishing closely. Until now the area has been open for some small scale sportfishing from the main island of Lakshadweep called Agattti and its 

closest neighbours and the only means of getting around has been with open wooden boats. Since 2016 Solid Adventures have rights to operate a 

mothership accompanied by 2-3 smaller fishing boats in the archipelago opening up new possibilities to explore the magnitude of the area to its full 

potential. Already in our scouting phase, we have found prolific flats with GT, Bonefish, Triggers, Milkfish and more. plus the ever present reef spinning/

popping. We are able to fish the far away atolls with the comfort and safety one would expect in a hotel. A new era of sportfishing has begun and Solid 

Adventures runs the only full-scale operation of its kind in the area.

VIRGIN WATERS – EASY TO ACCESS

This has been made possible by close cooperation 

with the people of Lakshadweep where rules and 

best practices have been worked out. With a focus 

on sustainability and local interaction to ensure 

the Lakshadweep fisheries remain unharmed we 

hope to have a postitive influence on the fish num-

bers in the archipelago. Even though the fishing 

today is absolute world class our common goal is 

to have the fishing improve even more over time 

as sustainable catch and release sport fishing be-

comes a long term industry for the local popula-

tion of Lakshadweep.
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FISHING BOATS & LODGING

After exploring the area and fishing opportunities ourselves, it was quite immenent that a mothership was required to offer both safety 

and a supplychain that would support and cater the idea of staying 6 consecutive days out on the sea without lacking the comfort of solid 

amenities that our guests know too well. Due to local restrictions and the area’s relative tourism development, it was quite a task to source 

a mothership vessle that was big enough to host 9 (8 plus one groupleader) anglers and allowed to enter the archipelago. To make a long 

story short, our tireless efforts lead to an expedition and diving boat that was refurbished and rebuild over the summer of 2016. Equipped 

with modern technology and new engines, the 26 Meter Sawfish and it’s 3 fenders are running as the first and fully licensed mothership fish-

ing operation in the area. While most of the fishing is done from local wooden boats, the mothership will of course give dedicated anglers 

the chance to fish 24/7.

THE FISHING BOATS

Most of the fishing is done from locally built wooden boats. These boats can easily take 2-3 anglers plus crew depending on the style of fish-

ing. Each boat will have a captain and a fishing guide to offer a maximum of assistance in the hot pursuit of GT. Every boat is equipped with 

a GPS, Radio, Fishfinder and of course a cooler for cold beverages. If you fancy a full day out – the local guides will cook some of the freshest 

and finest seafood right on the deck for you and your fishing companions. Our fleet of boats consists out of 3 larger wooden boats to fish both 

the deeper flats, inside the lagunes aswell as the reef. They are also fully equipped for jigging expeditions. These boats were formerly used by 

sportfishermen who spend days out on the sea to fish the remote areas of the Lakshadweeps. In addition to that, we also run a smaller boat to 

access the most skinny waters of the lagoons. Since most of the fly fishing is done wading, it’s mainly a transporter and backup fishing boat.

THE MOTHERSHIP

In our sport, a mothership is any vessel that is used as a support ship for a fishing operation. The 26meter long Sawfish is exactly that. The 

totally refurbished and remade former diving-liveaboard will offer you all the comfort that you’d expect from a full blown swimming lodge. 

Having that said, don’t expect a luxury crewship. 2 double bed cabins and 3 single bed cabins cater a maximum of 6 anglers. Each cabin 

has windows and a ventilation system. A shared freshwater shower facility and a WC are to be found on the sleeping deck. The maindeck is 

spacious with an AC lounge and a hangout place. The open top deck invites you to have a drink with some good friends after a day of fish-

ing. If the weather is bad or too good, a canope will offer shelter for your apres GT fishing Gin&Tonic. A freezer aswell as two big coolers will 

keep the drinks cold and the food fresh that is prepared in our small kitchen. Rod holders on the reeling, an outside hose-system to rinse the 

tackle, electricity with Euro-plugs, desalination unit and modern electronics, rod holders etc. – all in all a very capable fishing mothership.

Accommodation
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Whatever you hook into, rest assured that it will peel backing/line of both spinning and flyreels in no time. The good old saying “fail to 

prepare or prepare to fail” has something to it, especially if the quarry consists out of some of the meanest, fastest and most aggressive fish 

that the inshores have to offer. Good gear is very subjective, so we ask you to bring functional gear that works for you and suits the mission. 

Throughout the whole Giant Trevally Expedition from Indonesia over New Caledonia and ultimately the Lakshadweep area we have wit-

nessed 1000 dollar reels blowing up, fantastic rods loaded with the wrong line, lines, leaders flies…you name it – disintegrating to their last 

quarks. Here some general guidelines and recommendations. More importantly – especially for the fly fishing part – give yourself some time 

prior to the trip to try the gear and get used to it. Guests are responsible for bringing their own equipment or pre-booking their own rentals. 

We recommend to bring gear that can hold up for GT, Snapper, Tuna, and such bigger fish but also something lighter for Bonitos and more.

Tackle & Technique
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Tackle & Technique

GIANT TREVALLY

Fly Rod: Powerfull Saltwater 12weight in 9ft.

Reel & Backing: Saltwater reel with a reliable drag and a backing capac-

ity of minimum 300 Meters 80lb plus a floating line.

Lines: WF12F Saltwater Line with a stronger core. RIO GT Line is what we 

prefer. Bring sparelines!

Leaders: 80-125lb Seaguar/Ande Mono

Flies: NYAP Poppers, Brushflies, Seahabit & Deceivers, Fatboy Flies, Sem-

perfly, EP Baitfish Flies, Cosmo Crab tied on Gamakatsu 4/0 – 8/0 – SL12S

TRIGGERFISH/SMALLER TREVALLIES

Fly Rod: Saltwater 9weight in 9ft.

Reel & Backing: Saltwater flyreel with a good drag that holds at least 300 

Meters of 50lb GelSpun.

Lines: WF9F – We recommend RIO Permit to turn over these heavy crab 

flies.

Leaders: 16 – 20lb 12ft tapered fluorocarbon leader.

Flies: Turneffe Crab, Velcro Crabs, Christmas Island Special, Spawning 

Shrimps, Fleeing Crabs, Grand Slam Tan and Merkin in natural colors. 

Small Baitfish Flies for Bluefin and other Trevallies.

BONEFISH

Fly Rod: Saltwater 8 weight flyrod in 9ft. If you want to substitue one rod 

for another spare 12 weight for GT, leave the Bonefish rod at home and 

use the trigger rod for them.

Reel & Backing: High quality saltwater series reel loaded with 300 me-

ters of 30 lbs braid.

Fly Lines: WF8F (WF9F) like RIO Bonefish Quickshooter

Leaders: Fluorocarbon tapered leaders from 9 to 12 foot and 12-20lb

Flies: Gotchas, Squimps, EP Mantis, Christmas Island Special, Spawning 

Shrimps and Fleeing Crabs.

TUNA/SAILFISH

Fly Rod: Saltwater 12weight 9ft up to 14weight 8,1ft.

Reel & Backing: A large high quality Saltwater Flyreel with a capacity of 

600Meters 60 lbs braid.

Fly Lines: RIO Leviathan, 450 to 600 grains or any sink-tip line

Leaders: 100 – 120 lbs Fluorocarbon or Monofilament Shock.

Flies: Cam Sigler’s  Tube Flies or tubes tandum rigged hooks or other 

billfish tandems. White/Pink work everywhere. For Tuna, Sardine and 

baitfish pattern tied on Strong hooks (Varivas 2600)

FLY FISHING

Main target species are Giant Trevally, Bluefin Trevally, Bonefish and Triggerfish. In addition to that, a colorfull array of fast and furious 

gamefish are roaming the shallows and the abyss of the Lakshadweep archipelago. If weather permits, fly fishing is predominatly excer-

cised on the flats. Sight casting with a flyrod for either of these species is truely about as good as it gets. Having that said, we do chase 

reef species on the drop-offs aswell as pelagic species such as Tuna and Sailfish with the fly. The reef fishing can be done wading or from 

one of the smaller boats. Especially the tidal channels can be immensly rewarding. 
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Tackle & Technique

RODS

Popping: 7,9 – 8,4 ft. long rods in PE8/10 are perfect for the task. 

Most of the time we’ll be casting Poppers between 130 and 150 

gramms and Stickbaits between 100-180grams.

Jigging: Short rods that can cover a range between 150 and 300 

gramms comfortably. PE 5-6 and you are on the safe side.

 

LINES/SHOCKERS

Popping: PE-6-10 depending on the rod. We recommend Sunline 

Monster Battle PE 8, Varivas Avani GT or something equal.

Jigging: Varivas Tuna PE 5-6 or Sunline Jigging Master PE5-6

Shocker: Prosele Nanodax 130-230lb or something equal.

HOOKS

Trebles: Gamakatsu GT Recorder between 4/0 and 7/0 or Owner 

ST77 4X between 3/0 and 5/0

Single: Spinoza or Kudaku between 3/0 and 9/0 for both Jigging 

and Popping

Terminals: 4/0 Swivels and Splitrings (Size 9-11) between 250lb and 

300lb

 

LURES

It’s very easy to go too far here. There’s no use in bringing the same 

lure 10 times unless you are planning to stay for a month or two. It is 

important though, to cover all ranges and styles. A short checklist: Big 

Cups, Small Cups, Skipping Lures, Floating Stickbait, Sinking Stickbait, 

Tuna Lures, Pencil Poppers – variety of lures that will cover all your 

bases. Bring two of each and you’ll be fine for the time being. Here 

some recommended lures that have been fieldtested and approved!

Big Cups: Craftbait GT3, Heru Cubera, Alles Lures Megamouth, Ham-

merhead D-Cup, Patriot Design Masterd Bomb

Small Cups: Heru GT Mania, Carpenter Seafrog, Fisherman K-Rog, 

Napalm Works, Alles Lures Ring Pop

Skipping Lures & Pencils: Orion Flapper, Heru Skipjack, Hammer-

head Tobi, Alles Lures Dorado, Patrio Design Fat Pats

Stickbaits: Carpenter Gamma, Alles Stickbait Valmar(Floating) Heru 

Wahoo, FCL Labo CSP

Tuna Lures & Small Game: Jackfin Pelargo & Argo, Duo Pressbait, 

Cancraft.

Jigs: Zenaq Diffuser, Xesta Slow Emotion Flap, Lamble Bait Haoli Jig 

Japan, FCL Labo SL Jig.

POPPING/JIGGING

Nothing compares to the excitement and adrenaline rush of fishing with poppers and stickbaits! It truely is topwater big game spinning and highly ad-

dictive! If the fishing is taking place in a tropical paradise and the strikes are likely to come from super aggressive Giant Trevally, also know as the ”bullies 

of the flats”, or ”wolfs of the reef” the adrenaline is as close to max as it can get. The Lakshadweep archipelago provide the best possible background 

for this venture. Virtually untouched from fishing pressure and a mind dazzling amount of reef-line both with access to open water and sheltered in-

ner atolls. Target species are Giant Trevally, Napoleon Wrasse, Dogtooth Tuna, Barracudas, all types of Groupers and Snapper, Tuna, Red Seabass just to 

name a few. Anything that decides to give these oversized topwater plugs a go is up to no good and will put your gear through its paces!

Jigging can be super exciting and the takes, or rather interceptions are brutal. Jigging for Giant Trevally, Dog tooth Tuna and whatever species 

we encounter is very different from the jigging normally done in shallow waters for perch, pike or pelagic species like cod. The jigging we do 

here is very intense and the takes are nothing short of brutal. We basically fish areas between 40 – 150 meters deep where we drop heavy jigs 

and then try to bring them home as fast as possible. When the fish intercepts you hold on for dear life until you find your balance and a good 

grip. Brutal takes and brutal fun!
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LAKSHADWEEP - PRICE & PROGRAM 2016 / 2017 SEASON

PRE TRIP AND BOOKING INFORMATION

Itinerary

ITINERARY

Friday Arrive Kochin, tranfser to Marriott airport hotel (10 minutes)

Saturday 7AM, tranfser from Marriott airport hotel to domestic airport and flight to Agatti. Afternoon we enter mothership and sail 
to the designated fishing grounds where our small fishing boats already is waiting.

Sunday - Friday Fishing. Friday afternoon we ship back to Agatti and sleep on the boat.

Saturday
Transfer to a nearby house and farewell lunch (leaving the boat to be cleaned and prepared for next group), followed by 
the Domestic flight to Kochin. Arrival time Kochin will be appr 1PM.Depending on int home flight our office can help book 
Marriot Hotel airport.

When booking a trip we will send a pre trip and booking information.

To book international flights

There are many good companies to book with: Etihad, Emirates, Qatar to name a few. 

Name of Airport: Cochin Airport COK, Kochi India

Fishing boats

Locally made safe wooden boats that is really easy to fish from.

2-3 anglers per boat depending on method of fishing.

Each boat will have one head guide and boatdriver and extra guide.

Rod holder, cooler, fishfinder, gps will be on each boat.

Price & Program 2016 - 2017 Season.

Price 4990 USD per angler from Agatti airport
Number of clients 6. Tackle available for rental / pre-bookings only
Not included: tip/boat fee 400USD cash on the boat, airtickets, hotels on travel, rental tackle. 


